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A CONVERSE TO (MILNOR-KERVAIRE
THEOREM) xR ETC...

MICHAEL H. FREEDMAN

One of the most puzzling questions in low dimensional
topology is which elements a 6 π2(M), where If is a smooth
compact 4-manifold, may be represented by a smoothly im-
bedded 2-sphere. This paper treats a stable version of the
problem: When is there a smooth proper imbedding,
h: S2xR<z^>MxR by which the ends of S2xR are mapped
to the ends of MxR, and for which the composition

represents α?

If there is an h as above, we say that a is stably represented.
We are able to determine precisely which a are stably represented
when M is simply connected. In general, the vanishing of a fini-
teness obstruction (6 K^Zlπ^M)])) yields Poincare' imbeddings of Sz

in M. In the nonsimply connected case, sufficient information is
obtained to carry out surgery xR, yielding an alternative construc-
tion of manifold structures on (4-dimensional Poincare' spaces) xR.
All terminology will be smooth.

We say a class a e τr2(M) is characteristic if the composition,

πlM) — H2(M; Z) ^U H2(M; Z2) -i-> H2(M, 3; Z2) ~ ^ > H\M; Z2)

carries a to w2(τ{M)). Otherwise, we say a is ordinary.
If a is characteristic and N{a) — 0 there is a well defined number,

Arf(q(ά)) = Q or 1, which is the Arf invariant of a certain ^-quad-
ratic form. When M is closed this Arf invariant is related to more
familiar invariants by the formula Arί(g(a)) = Hurα Hurα—signa-
ture (M4)/8 (mod 2). See [2] for details.

We say a has a spherical dual if there is a βeπ2(M) with
λ(α, β) = 1, where λ is the Wall-intersection form taking values in

see [5].

MAIN THEOREM (case: π^M) — 0). a is stably represented if and
only if a is ordinary or a is characteristic and Arf(#(α)) = 0.

MAIN THEOREM (case: πx(M) Φ 0). If a is stably represented,
the Wall self intersection form μ(af) is 0 for some immersion a!
homotopic to a and if a is characteristic Arΐ(q(a)) = 0. Conversely
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if either (1) a is ordinary, μ(af) = 0, has a spherical dual β and

π2(M) + H2(M; Z2) is epi or (2) a is characteristic, μ{ar) = 0, a has
a spherical dual β, and Arf(g(α)) = 0 then a is stably represented.

ADDENDUM. Any h constructed by the main theorem may be
iπc

chosen so that ker: π^MxR — h(S2xR)) >πλ(MxR) is central and
cyclic, and the two ends of (MxR — open tube (h(S2xR)) each de-
termine isomorphisms from the usual inverse limit to

Other stable imbeddings are descirbed at the end in Remarks A
and B.

We may drop the Hurewicz map from our notation, writing in-
tersection numbers as a-a, for example.

A theorem of Milnor and Kervaire [3] states: If M is closed
and if a is characteristic and is represented by a smoothly imbedd-
ed 2-sphere, then a-a — σ(M)/& = 0 (mod2).

The converse of this theorem is false (for example, if 7 gen-
rates H2(CP2, Z), then 77 - σ(CP2)/8 = 49-1/8 = 0 (mod 2); but by a
theorem of Tristram's [4] no surface of genus < 10 may be smoothly
imbedded to represent 77), so we are required to cross with R to
obtain our main theorem.

Proof, case πx(M) — 0, "only if direction. In [2], we defined
the quadratic form, q, on ^(Surface; Z2), for any imbedded surface
K presenting a characteristic class in H2(M; Z), essentially as follow;
if A is a simple closed curve on K let B be an immersed oriented
surface with dB = A and B meeting K transversely, except at A
where the meeting is "normal". Define q([A]) = (# intersections of
interior (B) with K) + (the Euler obstruction to extending vA^κ as
a section of vB^M [B, d]) (mod 2). The two terms in this definition
will be denoted (\\B and xB respectively; subscripts will be omitted
when only one disk, B, is being discussed.

Assume there is an imbedding, h: S2xR-> Mx R. Make h trans-
verse to AfxO. Since h maps ends to ends, a connectivity argument
shows that ^(JlfxO) is homologous (in S2xR) to S2x0. So with
suitably chosen orientation, h(S2xR)ftMx0 represents Hur(α). Put
K=h{StxR)ΠMx0. K=dK, where K - h(S2xR)ΠMx [0, «>). A
homological argument shows that keΐiinc^H^K; Z) —> H^K; Z)) is a
summand of H^K; Z) generated by the "first half" of a symplectic
basis, au , ak. To show Arf(#(«)) = 0 it is sufficient to show that
q(at) = 0, 1 <; i ^ k. We do this.

Let At be a simple closed curve representing at and let At bound
an immersed oriented surface, B, in ikίxO (as above) and a imbedd-
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ed surface B' czK. Let B = B UA.B'. Since [h(S2 x R)] e
Hini

2(MxR; Z) is dual to w2(τ(MxR))e H\MxR; Z), the intersection
number B-h(S2xR) = w2(τ(MxR)/B)[B] = w2(v^MXIl)[B] = x + ^'(mod
2) where xr is the obstruction to extending v, the orthogonal com-
plement to the inward vector field on dB in vκ^MXOf to a section of
VK^MX[O,OO)/B' evaluated on [B\ 3]. Let φ 'be the intersection number
of B' and K when Bf is displaced from K by pushing along v. Then,

B h(S2xR) = φ + φ'

so

φ + φ' = x + χf (mod 2)

but clearly φ' = xf so

φ + x == 0 (mod 2)

so g([αj) = 0.

Note. When ^(Λf) ^ 0 q(a) may still be defined (see [2]) and
essentially the same argument shows Arf(g(α)) must be zero if h
exists.

If direction: a characteristic and T ^ M ^ O .

Let hQ: To —> Mx 0 be an imbedding of an oriented surface repre-
senting a (x) [0] 6 H2(Mx 0; Z). Since Arf(g(α)) — 0 there is a symp-
lectic basis, {aif αί}, for H^h^T^); Z) with g[aj2 = ^[a ]2 = 0 V*. Let
Ai and Aί imbedded circles representing a and α' respectively. As-
sume Ai f]Aj = φ for i ^ i, Aif}A'j = φ if ί ^ i, A< and M meet
transversley in one point. Such circles will be called a standard
family for the symplectic basis. Surgery on {Ax) or {A[) would
convert To to a 2-sphere. The usual low dimensional problems make
it impossible to carry out these surgeries ambiently. We will see,
however, that after suitably enlarging the genus of To (to improve
the complement) the surgeries based on {Ax) and {Al} may be carried
out ambiently, and the trace of these surgeries is imbedded in
Mx[ — 1, 1]. Once more, we add 1-handles to improve the comple-
ment and 2-handles to reduce the first homology of the trace. In
the limit the trace finally becomes S2xR. The resulting imbedding
is analogous to an imbedding of R in IxR built from {3 points}c
1x0 by attaching 0 and 1-handles (see Diagram 1).

Let {Aif A'i] be the boundaries of immersed disks inikfxO, {Bi9 i? }.
We use the same letter (B%) to denote the image and map. We
require that the inward normals to A%- in B% and A!t in B\ lie in
^A0(r0)cjfχ0 and that interior (Bt) and interior (J5J) be transverse to
ho(TQ). Since π^M) = 0, vA.^B. (or vA^B{) may be arbitrarity specified
as a section of vhQ{T)^Mx0/A.{OT A>.). This allows us to pick {Bif B^} so
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•7x0

DIAGRAM 1

that the relative Euler classes, xB. and xB., are zeor for all i.
Let B denote the union of immersions B — U* (2?f U 2?5)

LEMMA 1. The family of immersions B is regularly homotopic
(rel d, the homotopy taking place in M) to a family of disjoint
imbeddings B — \Ji(Bi U Bl) (we will drop the bar after the proof of
this lemma) in transverse postion with (\\B1 = f]Ί sj = 0 V, and xjjτ =
XBI - 0 V,.

Notation. We arrange the intersection points of Bt and ho(To)
in oppositely signed pairs (piif p'ίά) and the intersection points of B[
and hQ(T0) in oppositely signed pairs (pijΊ p'ίjf).

Proof. All immersions are assumed to be in transverse position.
The formula 0 == q(a) = (\\B + xB (= is mod 2), shows that xB is even
as we have chosen B with φ B = 0. Adding a ± double point to B
in a chart changes ίPs by ±2. So we add sufficiently many double
points to make xBi — xB

r

t = 0 V*. Now we need to push the double
points of B off dB.

The necessary construction is well known and may be sum-
marized as follows. The double point set of B, D+ aM x 0, will
consist of finitely many points. Let DaD+ be the double point
lying in M x 0 — ho(To). For each double point qeD choose an arc,
c, imbedded in Bt or B[ to dBt or dBl. Make sure the arc meets D+

only at q. Now push one sheet of U* (#* U B\) at q (the one in which
the arc c does not lie) along the arc and past its end point. This re-
places q with an oppositely signed pair of intersection points (p, p')
with ho(To). To obtain B, do this for every q. Since pushing off
double points in this manner does not change x or φ, the lemma
is proved.
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Let {7} stand for a disjointly imbedded family of n arcs in B. Each
arc 7ii or yiΊ,f should have a pair (PiS, Pl3) or (piit p'iΊ) as its boundary,
and every such pair should occur as the boundary of some 7. Fur-
themore each arc, 7, should meet hQ(TQ) only at its endpoints.

Now consider Z ^ ^ : Γox[—1,1]—>Λfx[—1,1] defined by Λ[_i,i](ί, r) =
(ho(txQ)) + r( + is the obvious additive action of R on MxR). Let
{7±J be the family of arcs {7} ± 1. Let T^lyl] = Tox[-1, 1] Uroχi
w(l-handles) Urox-i w(l-handles). Define a map

ht-ltlΊ: Tt-ltll > Mx [-1,1]

so that

V-i,i]|ΓoX[-l, 1] = Λr-n] ,

and

form small relative tubular neighborhoods

of the arcs {7J and {7-1}. Actually, we would like (h£-ίtl])-1(Mx{ — l, 1})
to consist only of (T^U1{).

The definition of λf-lfl] may be modified by deforming the inter-
iors of the 1-handles toward the MxO-level to achieve this. Let
d(T{-uli) = δ^c-LiiUa-iΓc-i,!]. Then S ± 1 Γ h u ] is the result of ambient
0-surgery on hQ(To) ± 1 along {7±1}.

Now Bt + 1 and B\ — 1 are imbedded in Afx(±l) with their
interiors disjoint from 9±Γ[_i,i]. Bt + 1 and B\ — 1 (still) have zero
Euler obstructions so we may form the trace 5\_lfll of ambient
1-surgeries along U i ( ^ + 1) U (B[ — 1) to obtain:

Λ[-i.i] - (Ά-IΛI, 3) > (Λf x [ - l , 1], d) .

(In other words, we attach thickenings (J5t + l ) x / and (Iζ — l ) x l
to V-i,i](3±Γc-1,1]) a n d P u s h ( Bi + 1) x ̂ and (2ζ - 1) x 7 into Mx (—1,1).)
So as a handle body, Tt_ull = T^uύ Ua+(2-handlesX U

Observation, ker^nc^: H1(β±Tι-.1Λγ, Z) —• H^Ti^y, Z)) is generated
by the first half of a symplectic basis on which the quadratic form
q vanishes (setting q(x) = ([x]2))

Proof. Since h^lti](T^lΛi) is dual to w2(τ(Mx[-l, 1])). The (only
if)-argument shows that q vanishes on the kernel. It is easy to see
that the kernel is generated by the first half of a symplectic basis
for Htf±T^ΛΛ\ Z).

We denote d±(T[-ίtll) by T±ί. Since Arf(g) = 0, there is a sum-
mand X±1 CjH1(Λ[_lfl](2

τ

±1); Z) which is complementary to the kernel
on which the integral intersection form and q both vanish. Let
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{a)} and {aj1} be basis for Xx and X_γ and let {A]} and {Aj1} be dis-
jointly imbedded circles representing {a)} and {aj1}. We now con-
struct a map A[1)2] to Mx[l, 2] in a manner analogous to the con-
struction of /&[_!,!]. The construction may be outlined in three
stages:

1. Construct &Γl,8]: Tx x [1, 2] -> Jlίx [1, 2] by:

^[i,2](£i, r ) - A[-ifi](*i) + (r - 1) (i.e., as a product) .

2. Find immersed 2-disks 5 j with dB] = J., + 1, and zero Euler
obstruction. Use Lemma 1 to make {B}} disjointly imbedded. Form
the trace of ambient O-surgeries at the 2-level to make interior B\
and fe[i,2](2\x2) disjoint. Call the result:

3. Now form the trace of ambient 1-surgeries along {Bl}. Call
the result:

W f[i f ί] >ΛΓx]l,2] .

In an analogous way we obtain a mapping fe[w>n+1]: f[w,%+1] —>
Jtίx [w, n + 1] for every integer n > 0 and mappings λ[n,w_i:ι: f[WlΛ-i]—>
Jlίx[%,%-1] for every integer n < 0.

, def r- def =- . . — —
" ^(-oo.+oo) ^[-1,1] U ^U,Λ + l] U Λ[Λ,W-1]

d e f — — —

The domain of Λ, is T(^t+co) ΓΓ_lfl] U.>o Tίn,n+1] \Jn<0 Tίn,n_1}.

LEMMA 2. Γ(_OO,+TO) = S 2 XJB.

Proof. Let ί7 be an oriented surface and {αo αί} be a sumplectic
basis for H^F; Z), and {Au A[) be a standard family of imbedded
circles representing the basis. One may check that the result of
attaching complementary handles to .Fx[ — 1,1] is S2x/, i.e.:
(Fx[—1, l])ULiθvei (2-handles attached to ^ x l ) U-i-ievei (2-handles
attached to A[x -1) = S2xl.

If one considers fc(Γ{_00,+oo)) in a neighborhood of the levels
Mx — 1 and M x — 1, two things happen; complementary 2-handles
are attached and new 1-handles are attached. But ambiently, these
occur in the opposite order, i.e., the index 1 critical values have
slightly smaller absolute value than the index 2 critical values.
Abstractly, however, the order may be reversed since the detcend-
ing 1-spheres of the 2-handles are disjoint from the transverse
1-spheres of the 1-handles. In that case, 2\_itl] is S 2x[ — 1, 1] Ui-ievβi
1-handles U-i-ievβi 1-handles.
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The same considerations apply at each pair of levels (n, —ri).
In this way we finally straighten out all of T^^+^y by mapping
nested compact sections diίfeomorphically to S*x[—n,n].

It is clear from the construction that h is a proper map. Also
incJTΌ] = generator 6 H2(T(^COt+cβ); Z) and ho*[To] = a (g) 0, so h stably
represents the desired class.

Proof of "if" direction when π^M) = 0 and a is ordinary. The
proof hinges on the fact that the quadratic form associated to a
surface, K^>M, q: H^K; Z2) —• Z2 is not well defined when a — i*[K]
is ordinary. If a is ordinary, there is a (spherical) class Ύ e H2(M;Z)
with τ 7 ^ τ α (mod 2). So if aeH^K; Z2) and (J3, A) are as be-
fore and (B\ A) is obtained by forming an immersed connected sum
of B and a representative of 7, then q(a) defined in terms of (J5, A)
and q(a) defined in terms of (JS', A) are different. Therefore, by
picking B or JS' we may arrange q(μ) = 0. Furthermore we may
arrange that the terms x and φ are both zero.

This allows us to repeat the proof of Theorem 1, for whenever
we need q to vanish on a particular subspace we can make it do so
by choosing the disks (JS, A) suitably. This completes the proof of
the main theorem in the simply connected case.

LEMMA 3. // aeπ2(M) is stably represented, then μ(ar) — 0 for
some immersion a! homotopic to a.

Proof. As before, make h transverse to ikfxO and put To =
h~\MxO). Consider h0: TQ -> MxO. Let Aί9 , An be disjointly im-
bedded circles in To representing the first half of a symplectic basis
of H^TQ] Z). For all ί, A* are null-homotopic in S2xR. By compos-
ing with h, h(Ai) bounds an immersed, normal disk, &*: Dl~> MxR,
denoted simply as Bt. The composition:

represents a. One sees that the composition may be approximated
by an immersion α' with a pair (cancelling in the group ring
Zlπ^M)]) of double points for each intersection of U* (interior (J5<)
with TO), and two pairs (also cancelling in the group ring) of double
points for each self-intersection of U Λ Therefore, μ(a') = 0. (To
check cancellation, observe that the dual curves to {At} are also
null-homotopic in S2xR.)

THEOREM A. // πt(M) Φ 0 and a e π2(M) then a is stably re-
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presented if either of the following sets of hypotheses hold: (1) a is
ordinary, μ(ocf) = 0 some a! ~ a, a has a spherical dual β, and
π2(M) —> H2(M; Z2) is onto, or (2) a is a characteristic, μ(af) = 0 for
some a! ~ a, a has a spherical dual β, and Aτί(q(a)) = 0.

Proof. There is a geometric trick (due to Larry Taylor) where-
by ambient 1-surgery is performed on a spherical immersion a with
μ(a) = 0 to produce an imbedded oriented surface, which we call
h0: To ̂  ikfxO with hof π^To) -» πx(Mx0) the zero map. Roughly, one
tubes together the pairs of algebraically cancelling double points.
Let x19 '",xn be the transverse circles of the resulting tubes.

We start with Case 2. Observe that ?([&,]) = x + f|ϊB< = 0 + 1 = 1.
By the following algebraic lemma we may extend {xu • ••,#„}• To a
standard family of circles {xl9 , x%, A19 , An} representing a
symplectie basis with q(Ai) = 0 for all 1 ̂  i <> n.

LEMMA 4. Assume L is a free integer latus of dimension 2n
equipped with a unimodular, shew-symmetric bilinear form, , and
an associated quadratic form q:L-^Z2 (satisfying q(δ + 7) =
q(β) + q(Ύ) + (δ T) (mod 2)). Assume Arf(g) = 0. If alf , an is a
basis for a summand (as a lattice) of L satisfying: at a3 = 0 and
q(at) = 1, then there is an extension to a symplectie basis, au , an,
βu , βn satisfying q(βi) = 0.

Proof. Extend a19 -- ,ocn to a symplectie basis, aU'",an,
β[, ~,βn. By definition Arf(«) = Σ«(«<)«(#) so q(βl) = 1 for an
even number, 2k, of i. Reorder the basis to put these first. We
use the notation:

for the reordered basis. Set:

and

β. = /9̂  + α̂  when 1

It is easily checked that the basis:

/Si, *, βk> βίί ' * ' f βk, βϊk+U * * * 9 βn

has the desired properties.
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Let {Au , An, A'i, - - -, An} be a standard family of circles ex-
tending {Aly , An} and representing a symplectic basis with
q(A,) = g(Aί) = 0 for all 1 <; ί <; w. We now consider how this situ-
ation may be achieved in the ordinary case.

In Case 1 the hypothesis that π2(M) —> H2(M; Z2) is onto enables
us to find a spherical class yeH2(M;Z2) with τ Ύ ^ Ύ a (mod 2).
As in the simply connected case we use 7 to redefine q. Therefore
in both Cases 1 and 2 we may find immersed 2-disks {Bu -- ,Bn,
B[, , Bi) bounding {^(A,), , ho(An), ho(A[), - , hQ(A'n)} with
tf(AΓ) = x + interior JBΓ. TO = 0 + even = 0 (mod 2). The prime
in parentheses means the statement holds omitting or rataining the
prime. However, since πx(M) Φ 0, the intersections of int BP and
To are actually defined over the group ring Zlπ^M)]. At this point
the hypothesis on the existence of spherical duals β euables us to
change interior (Bln). To so that this intersection element is zero,
and keep x = 0. Now 1-handles may be added to h(TQ) ± 1 to kill
algebraically cancelling intersection points of (int U-Bi'O ± 1 and
(2Γ0 ± 1). Notice that this perpetuates the condition that
π^h^iMxn) —>π1(Mxn)) is the zero map. Now the proof proceeds
as when π^M) = 0.

To verify that the resulting infinite construction stably repre-
sents a and not just a homologous class, we must see that the com-
position,

represents a. But g and a! cobound a map on S2 U 1-handles U 2-
handles where xlf - , xn are the transverse 1-spheres of the 1-hand-
les and Alf — ,An are the descending 1-spheres of the 2-handles.
Since {xlf , xn, Al9 , An} represent a symplectic basis of H^T^Z),
the cobordism is a product and the map a homotopy.

Proof of Addendum to Main Theorem.

LEMMA 5. K^*M be any oriented surface imbedded in compact
^-manifold. There is a surface Kf<=^M obtained from K^>Mby

inc

finitely many ambient 0-surgeries satisfying ker: π\M — Kf) —> πt(M)
is a central cyclic subgroup generated by a small circle linking K'.

Proof. Let denote integral intersection number with K.

The two sequences in the following diagram are exact.
d (kernel( )) is a normal subgroup, which we will call G, of

π^M — K). Since π2(M, M — K) is finitely generated, kernel( ) is
normally generated by finitely many elements and so G is also in
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0

I
kernel( )

πt{M, M- K) — πt(M - K) * πt{M) •

! •

z
I

DIAGRAM 2

the normal closure of finitely many elements glf , gt. Let d19 , dt

be singular 2-disks, (Z)2, d) —• (Af, ikf — K)9 with dfc representing an
element of d~~\gk) for 1 <; k <; £. We many assume that each dk is
transverse to Kf intersecting it in equally many points of positive
and negative sign. On each dk draw disjointly imbedded arcs pairing
points of opposite sign. Kr is obtained from K by ambient framed
O-surgeries along the aggregate of these arcs. Kr and dk are dis-
joint for all K. It follows from general position that πλ{M — Kf) is
a quotient of πt(M — K) and that G belongs to the kernel. This
together with Diagram 2 yields the exact sequence:

Z > πlM - K') > πx{M) > 0 .

Since the action of πx{M — Kr) on ττ2(M, M — K') preserves inter-
section numbers with K, conjugation leave the kernel fixed; central-
ity follows.

To complete the proof of the addendum and also for Remark C
at the end it will be necessary to describe the complement, X—
MxR — open tube (n(S2xR)) as a handle body on MxO — open tube
(ho(To)). K will be used to denote an arbitrary level surface of
h(S2xR). The construction of h is as a product imbedding except
for isolated levels where 1-handles or 2-handles are attached (core
disks are assumed to descend towards the zero level). As a con-
sequence the complement is a product except for isolated levels
where 2-handles or 3-handles (again core disk ore assumed to descend
towards the zero level) are attached. (The general rule: a A -handle
on a submanifold gives rise locally to a (k + c — l)-handle in the
complement where c is the codimension of the imbedding.) Any 2
(or 3)-handle of the complement is attached to a circle (or 2-sphere)
obtained from a normal S'-bundle, S°xSι

noτmΆl (or S1xSk

ΏOTm*.ι), by
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ambient surgery. The normal S'-bundle S°xSnOvm^ (or iPxSiormai) is
the set of normal vectors to K in its level of length ε based on the
descending S°(or S1) of a l(or 2)-handle of h(S2xR). The ambient
surgery is along that l(or 2)-handle.

It follows that if ker: πγ{M — K) -> πx(M) is central and cyclicly
generated a linking circle Ί and the 2-handles are attached to
T-'GW^O in {M-K) (βeπ^M- K)).

The construction of h involves the attaching of finitely many
1-handles to the level surfaces Kn__ε and K_n+ε and finitely many
2-handles to the level surfaces Kn_ε/2 and Kn+ε/2, where the subscript
denotes the height of the level, n is a positive integer and ε a
small positive number. To establish the addendum we will add ad-
ditional 1-handles to Ko, Kn__ε and K_n+ε (and the additional 2-handles
forced by the construction of h). First use Lemma 5 to begin the
construction with a K0( = hQ(T)). Satisfying: Kernel: (πt(M — KQ) —>
TC^M)) is is central and cyclic. By the preceding paragraph, the
complement Λfx[0, l]-h(S2xR) is (M - Ko) U 2-handjes U 3-handles with

iτic

the 2-handles trivially attached. So πt(M - KQ) >π1(Λfx[0, 1]-
h(S?xR)) is an isomorphism π^Mxl — h(S2xR)) is an epimorphism
and the kernel is normally generated by a finite family of closed
curves {cj each of which bounds a 2-disk having intersection number
0 with jKi. This means that the proof of Lemma 5 may be applied
(and more 1-handles added to the 1-level) to make both maps above
isomorphisms.

Analogously the complement, MxR — h(S2xR) may be fixed up
in "boxes" so that on πx each integral level maps isomorphically to
the region bounded by it and the next larger (or smaller) integral
level.

The Addendum follows immediately from Van Kampen's theorem.

Concluding remarks*
(A) There are other notions of "stable" imbeddings of 2-spheres

in 4-manifolds for which similar theorems hold. For example, if a
stable imbedding of a e π2(M4) is taken to mean enlarging M by
connected sum with arbitrarily many (S2 x S2)'s and then represent-
ing the class, a, by an imbedding; or if a stable imbedding of a is
an imbedding S2xCP2 ^ M4xCP2 homotopic to αxid^ 2 , then (at
least in the case 7CX{M) — 0, a is characteristic) the theorem would be
the same, i.e., a is "stably" represented if and only if Arfg(α)A = 0.
The first example is proved in [2]; the second follows from the re-
gular neighborhood theory of [1],

(B) Our technique for imbedding spheres cross R may be ex-
tended to find a proper imbedding (with good control of fundamental
groups) of (fcU-eopies(S2xS2 - mt(D*)))xR in MxR which "stably re-
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presents" the entire kernel of a 2-connected, degree one, normal map
with vanishing surgery obstruction, /: (Λf, 9) —> (P, 9) (where M is a
smooth 4-manifold, and P is a Poincare' space). This allows us to
recover many results obtained by crossing 4-dimensional surgery
problems with S1, completing surgery, and taking infinite cyclic
covers.

(C) Let aeπ2(M) be a class for which the main theorem (and
addendum) constructs a stable imbedding h:S2xR—>MxR with
control of the fundamental group. Let F — MxO — h(S2xR). Give
F the structure of a finite 3-complex. By the proof of the addend-
um X = MxR - h(S2 xR) = FVieIS

2 \JjeJ D) where I and J are
(presumably infinite) index sets. Let F2 be the 2-skeleton of F.
Let A = Z[

LEMMA 6. H*(X, F2; Λ) = 0 for * - 0,1, or 2. Ht(X, F2; A) is a

finitely generated protective module. Furthermore d(H3(X, F2; A)) a
H2(F2; A) is spherical.

Proof. Let the tilde be used to denote coverings pulled back
from the universal covering of M. From our construction, the
inclusions (ίfπMx 0)) -> {hr\M x [0, <χ>))) and {h~\Mx 0)) -*
h~\Mx(— oo, 0]) induce maps on integral homology which are epi-
morphisms with finitely generated kernels as modules over A. It
follows that the map on complements H*(F; A) —> H*(X; A) is also an
epimorphism with finitely generated kernel. By construction,
7ct(F) —> πγ(X) and πo(F) —> πQ(X) are isomorphisms. This establishes
the first assertion. That HZ{X, F2; A) is protective follows from
Lemma 2.3 of [5].

Consider the diagram:

HS(X,

I
H3(X, F2

3

Λ) — >

Z)

TT / γ~ 7772 T7"

I
HS(X FV^eIS

St Λ)

'l Z)

Z)

Since X = (F2 Fίe7S|)U3-cells, the image of d' is spherical; It fol-
lows that image 9 is also spherical.

Let keK0(A) be the class of H5(X, F\ A). Since d(HΛ(X, F2; A))
is spherical, if k is trivial finitely many 2 and 3-cells may be at-
tached to F2 to yield a Λ-homology equivalence (F2U2 and 3-cells)->
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X. X is not always dominated by a finite complex and Lemma 3.1
of [6] does not seem to admit an appropriate generalization. Con-
sequently, we do not claim that k, the obstruction to being Λ-homo-
logy equivalent to a finite complex, is independent of our choice of
X and F2. However, if K0(Λ) = 0, we will always be able to find
a finite complex Xr and a map X' —> X inducing isomorphisms on
πx and H*(;Λ). Whenever such an Xr exist, there is a homotopy
equivalence g: E \JdE Xr —> M, where E is the total space of a 2-disk
bundle over S2 with zero section = S, and g#[S] — a. Since πx(X')-*
KifJSyjajsX') is an epimorphism it is possible to attach additional 2
and 3-cells to Xr to realize the negative of the torsion of g, [g] e
whty^M)). So whenever we have produced a complement X with
finiteness obstruction k — 0 e K0(Λ) we also have a simple homotopy
equivalence, gf\ EdE U X" —> M with gf[S] = a, i.e., a is represented
by a Poincare' imbedding.
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